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Abstract: We present a low-complexity fully pilot-based digital signal processing (DSP) chain
designed for high spectral efficiency optical transmission systems. We study the performance of
the individual pilot algorithms in simulations before demonstrating transmission of a 51×24Gbaud
PM-64QAM superchannel over distances reaching 1000 km. We present an overhead optimization
technique using the system achievable information rate to find the optimal balance between
increased performance and throughput reduction from adding additional DSP pilots. Using
the optimal overhead of 2.4%, we report 9.3 (8.3) bits/s/Hz spectral efficiency, or equivalently
11.9 (10.6) Tb/s superchannel throughput, after 480 (960) km of transmission over 80 km spans
with EDFA-only amplification. Moreover, we show that the optimum overhead depends only
weakly on transmission distance, concluding that back-to-back optimization is sufficient for all
studied distances. Our results show that pilot-based DSP combined with overhead optimization
can increase the robustness and performance of systems using advanced modulation formats
while still maintaining state-of-the-art spectral efficiency and multi-Tb/s throughput.
© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement
1. Introduction
Today, optical networks use high symbol rate transceivers with advanced modulation formats
to maximize the channel spectral efficiency (SE) [1]. These transceivers use all four available
dimensions in single-mode fibers (SMFs) to transmit independent information, i.e. both I and Q
on two orthogonal polarizations. To enable reliable communication and ensure a final bit error
rate (BER) < 10−15, advanced digital signal processing (DSP) [2] and forward error correction
(FEC) [3] are needed. System impairments limiting the performance consist of both transceiver
imperfections and distortions induced by the fiber channel. Transceiver imperfections include
limited effective number of bits (ENOBs) [4, 5], limited bandwidth of both digital-to-analog
converters (DACs) and analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) as well as nonlinear distortions [6,7].
Distortions from transmission include amplified spontaneous emission noise from erbium-doped
fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) and non-linear signal degradation from the fiber itself [8, 9].
As the throughput demands continue to grow, so does the requirement for flexibility; optical
networks thus change from fixed point-to-point to optically routed flex-grid networks [1, 10].
Using techniques such as adaptive-rate FEC [11] and constellation shaping [12], individual
transceivers can adapt the effective rate to maximize the performance over distances ranging
from single- or few spans-links to submarine links connecting continents [13]. Depending
on distance and throughput demands, transceivers might combine multiple channels to form a
densely packed superchannel [1,14], or divide each channel into multiple sub-carriers to ease DSP
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and gain tolerance to fiber nonlinearities [15]. This broad range of operating conditions requires
a powerful, highly flexible DSP [13]. A complete coherent DSP consists of multiple algorithms
to compensate for both static and dynamic impairments [2]. These DSP algorithms can roughly
be divided into two key categories; blind and pilot-aided algorithms [16]. Blind algorithms
use knowledge of signal statistics such as modulation format and pulse shape. Using statistical
estimates, the DSP algorithms are tuned to maximize performance. In contrast, pilot-based
algorithms depend on knowledge of a fraction of the transmitted symbols (the pilots). This avoids
the need for statistical estimates as the transmitted information is known. Pilot-aided algorithms
are therefore inherently more resilient to noise, but the transmission of pilots implies a direct loss
in throughput.
Early coherent transceivers transmitted polarization multiplexed quadrature amplitude modula-
tion (PM-QPSK). Working with a constant-amplitude modulation format, blind algorithms such
as the constant modulus algorithm (CMA) [17] and Viterbi-Viterbi (V-V) [18] phase tracking
were used. Pilot-based DSP was also considered in this case to improve robustness [19]. As
transceiver electronics evolved, higher-order formats such as PM M-ary quadrature amplitude
modulation (PM-MQAM) were introduced to improve SE. These formats are inherently more
sensitive to noise and require a higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to achieve the same symbol
error rate (SER) [1]. Moreover, since these formats carry more bits per information symbol, the
SER can be considerably higher than the resulting BER. Blind DSP algorithms for higher-order
PM-MQAM relies heavily on decision-directed (DD) processing and performance is therefore
usually degraded when the SER increases. This issue has inherently become more cumbersome
with the introduction of soft-decision (SD) FEC working at pre-FEC BERs exceeding 10−2
at which, assuming gray-coded signals, the corresponding SER can easily be > 10%. These
errors in DD processing can be avoided using pilots but the key questions then are what is the
needed pilot ratio and how it shall be optimized for different channel conditions. Previous work
used OHs ranging from about 4% to 10% in the case of fully pilot-based DSP and higher order
formats [20–22]. For only pilot-based CPE, OHs of about 1-2% have been reported, depending
on implementation, laser linewidth and transmission distance [23, 24].
In this workwe present a novel system-level pilot overhead optimization based on our pilot based
DSP [25] and show detailed numerical and experimental studies of the implication under different
operating conditions. We present a detailed comparison of the individual pilot-based algorithms
with standard blind algorithms using Monte-Carlo simulations at target BER 4 · 10−2. The
simulations provide essential insights into how the required overhead for individual pilot-based
algorithms contributes to the total overhead for fully pilot-based processing. This also provides
new insights into the design trade-offs and the system-level differences between traditional blind
and fully pilot-based DSP. To find the optimal total overhead, we propose to optimize the system
achievable information rate (AIR) calculated from the generalized mutual information (GMI)
in order to find the optimal trade-off between performance and the amount of inserted pilots.
We transmit a 51×24Gbaud PM-64QAM superchannel over 80 km spans of standard SMF
(SSMF) with EDFA-only amplification using a recirculating loop. Comparing the optimum in
back-to-back (B2B) with the optima after transmission over distances up to 1000 km, we find
that pilot DSP is very robust to distortions from transmission and that the optimal overhead only
weakly depends on transmission distance. The proposed pilot-DSP enables a spectral efficiency
of 9.3 (8.3) bits/s/Hz after 480 (960) km of transmission. This corresponds to a superchannel
throughput of 11.9 (10.6) Tb/s, demonstrating that low-overhead pilot-based DSP enables high
performance flexible rate-reach transmission systems.
2. Pilot-based DSP
For the pilot-based DSP implementation we rely on transmission of frames. While normally
not considered for blind DSP implementations we note that frames are already present in the
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upper communication layers as well as needed for the FEC implementation so enforcing a framed
structure on the DSP level does not drastically change the system design. However, joint design
of DSP and FEC frames is beyond the scope of this work and we therefore only focus on the DSP
frame design. The frame structure used here is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Each frame consists of an
initial pilot sequence followed by the data payload with periodically inserted pilots. The pilots are
chosen from a single amplitude modulation alphabet such as M-ary phase shift keying (M-PSK).
More specifically, in this work, all considered pilot symbols are PM-QPSK. The average energy is
also chosen to be the same for both pilot and payload symbols, noting that this could be optimized
to minimize the power penalty from pilot transmission. However, for implementation simplicity
combined with low-overhead processing, we here use the same average energy for both pilot and
payload symbols.
Pilot Seqence CPE Pilot
... ...
Payload
Transmitted Frame CPE Block Static Equalization
Synchronization
Freq. Oset Estimation
Dynamic Equalization 
Phase Recovery
GMI/BER Calculation
a) b)
SNR Estimation
Fig. 1. (a) Schematic over the frame structured used to implement the pilot-based DSP. The
frame consists of an initial sequence of pilots followed by the payload with periodically
inserted, individual, pilot symbols for continuous phase tracking. The pilot symbols are
PM-QPSK and the payload can be any arbitrary modulation format. The constellation
diagrams show pilots and payload (PM-64QAM) for an SNR of 16.7 dB, corresponding to a
payload BER of about 4 · 10−2. (b) The order of the various DSP algorithms used to process
the frame and extract the information carried by the payload symbols.
The DSP chain used to process the frame is shown in Fig. 1(b). It differs slightly from a
traditional chain for blind DSP [2] and is instead designed together with the frame structure
to ease the complexity and maximize the performance of each individual pilot algorithm. The
first step in the DSP chain is static filtering to filter out out-of-band noise and compensate any
dispersion. Following this, the synchronization stage is used to locate the starting position of
the frame in the received signal. The order of the synchronization and static filtering steps
can also be interchanged. Once located, the pilot sequence is used to find the frequency offset,
estimate the signal SNR and set the dynamic equalizer to invert the channel response and fulfill
the matched filtering criterion. Thus the adaptive filter taps are only updated at the beginning
of the frame and are then kept constant until the next frame. The length of the frame therefore
needs to be optimized with respect to the time scale of dynamic changes in the transmission
channel (such as polarization rotations) and the OH from transmitting excess number of pilots.
However, as discussed in section 3, the frame length in this work was limited by experimental
constraints rather than dynamic channel fluctuations. Clock recovery can also be implemented
using information from the pilot sequence. Following the pilot sequence, periodic pilot symbols
are inserted into the payload and used for CPE only.
With the frame design using the sequence and periodic CPE pilots, we emphasize that the
sequence length does not have to be constant for all frames. While challenging to meet in lab
condition following limited available memory in the emulated transmitter and receiver, a practical
implementation could first use an initialization phase with a long sequence and then switch
transmission operation using a shorter sequence to simply correct the changes with respect to the
last sequence. This can be directly understood using the dynamic equalizer as an example. In
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this case, the adaptation for frame two is naturally performed using the found inverse channel
response at the time occasion of the first sequence, in contrast to the first time the signal is
synchronized when the adaptation has to start without any knowledge of the channel.
Figure 1(a) shows simulated constellation diagrams for a frame with PM-QPSK pilot symbols
and PM-64QAM payload at a SNR of 16.7 dB (neglecting all impairments but AWGN). At
this rate, we directly observe a key aspect of pilot-based processing, namely the effective SER
difference between the pilots and the payload at the same SNR. In this example the SER of the
64QAM payload is 22%, while it is < 10−4 for the pilots and thus significantly less averaging is
needed compared to blind algorithms working on the payload symbols, as discussed below. In
the following sections, we explain the details of the various algorithms in Fig. 1(b). For selected
key cases, we also compare the performance of the proposed implementation with standard blind
algorithms. Monte-Carlo simulations with 1000 realizations for each evaluated scenario were
used to evaluated the performance considering QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM and 256QAM payload
symbols. In all cases, the simulations were performed with a SNR to obtain a BER of about
4 · 10−2. The SNR values are then 5, 11.2, 16.7 and 22.1 dB for QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM and
256QAM, respectively. This BER target correspond to about 20% FEC overhead, which has been
reported when using state-of-the-art LDPC codes in [26]. For the pilot-case, we focus on the
case with 16QAM payload to work with the lowest SNR for the pilots. For the case of frequency
offset estimation (FOE) and carrier phase recovery (CPE), we have considered a target symbol
rate of 24Gbaud. When evaluating the CPE, each realization consisted of 217 complex symbols.
2.1. Static equalization
The static equalizer is used to compensate chromatic dispersion and in this work it is assumed
that the link length is known. However, multiple methods to estimate the amount of dispersion
are available [27, 28]. In this work we use the static equalizer prior to the frame synchronization.
While we note that this is not necessary, it helps to improve the robustness. The static equalizer
can also contain a fixed receiver-side matched filter [2] (such as the second root-raised cosine
filter (RRC)) and filters to compensate known bandwidth limitations from pre-characterized
components such as DACs, ADCs and the modulator [29]. Depending on the number of
taps needed for each filter, they can be implemented in either time or frequency domain and
multiple filters can be combined into a single filtering stage. For dispersion, time domain
filtering is usually more effective for distances below 150 km [30] whereas frequency-domain
implementation reduces computational complexity for long-haul applications [31].
However, as the static filtering is performed prior to correcting the frequency offset, careful
design is needed to ensure maximal performance. For a static dispersion compensating equalizer,
a frequency offset will result in a residual delay. However,. the syncing stage will align the
frame and this delay should not affect the DSP performance. A static filter used to compensate
non-perfect receiver components should be placed prior to the frequency offset estimation
(or being frequency shifted accordingly), as this filter should compensate the signal as it was
measured. In direct contrast, a receiver-side matched filter should be placed after as it otherwise
will filter out part of the signal and therefore degrade the SNR, depending on the exact offset [2].
If all filters are used, the static equalization filter is preferably separated into two filters with one
placed before and one after the frequency offset estimation block.
2.2. Synchronization
The synchronization is required to identify the starting position of each frame, a core part which
is not needed for blind processing. In our DSP, synchronization is performed on a sample level.
Sub-sample timing is handled by the adaptive equalizer (see Section 2.5) or using a separate
timing recovery algorithm [2]. The synchronization implemented here consists of 2 parts to ease
computation, an initial coarse stage (which is optional but used to improve speed and robustness)
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followed by a fine alignment.
The coarse synchronization uses CMA with adaptive step size to improve convergence speed.
The signal is divided into N segments and each frame is processed individually in parallel using
CMA. Exploiting the fact that the CMA error function is ideal for M-PSK, the segment achieving
the smallest residual error is selected. While this stage naturally performs the best if the relative
difference in modulation order is large, we have found it to work well in experiments even
with PM-8QAM payload. Important to note here is that we used significantly less taps for the
synchronization compared to the actual dynamic equalizer (see Section 2.5). In experiments,
we found that about 15 taps is typically enough for synchronization. In addition we note that
the proposed coarse synchronization technique relies on the payload being modulated using a
multi-modulus modulation format with the pilots being a constant modulus format. For QPSK
pilot symbols we found that having PM-8QAM payload did not pose any problem for the proposed
synchronization technique neither in experiments nor simulations. If the payload also consists of
a constant modulus modulation format, this stage can be omitted and the synchronization can be
entirely performed using an initial CMA-based equalization followed by fine alignment using
cross-correlation. However, with the focus of this work being on DSP for high-order modulation
formats we use the proposed coarse synchronization throughout this work.
Using the symbols found and processed in the coarse stage, we perform a coarse frequency
offset estimation to compensate the linear part of the phase evolution. A cross-correlation-based
estimation is then used for final adjustment. The cross-correlation uses the phase of the sent
pilot symbols and the selected output symbols from the coarse synchronization to find the final
difference. Given the large tolerance to phase noise from QPSK, we did not include any CPE
(see Section 2.6) in the synchronization stage.
While doing the coarse estimation only for polarization is sufficient, we do the cross-correlation-
based alignment for every mode present in the system to allow for accurate alignment even in
the presence of strong polarization mode dispersion (PMD) or differential mode-group delay
(for systems transmitting information on multiple spatial modes). Finally, we also note that
while often neglected in experiments using blind DSP, some kind of reference is required
when using PM-MQAM formats. First of all, the receiver side cannot distinguish between the
X-polarization and the Y-polarization states since they have the same statistics. Moreover, the
complex modulation formats used are typically pi/2-symmetric and therefore indistinguishable to
such rotations [32]. Due to this ambiguity, without any reference of the absolute phase, the phase
cannot be aligned and successful transmission can therefore not be assumed when using standard
PM-MQAM formats and normal bit encoding, regardless of how accurate the CPE algorithm
itself is. One way of overcoming this is to use differential encoding but this comes with the price
of reduced information rate and requires special FEC design [33].
2.3. Frequency offset estimation
A frequency offset arises from a non-zero difference in frequencies between the transmitter
laser and the local oscillator. The range of the offset will depend on the kind of laser used but
considering standard external cavity lasers, the frequency offset can reach a few GHz [34]. On a
symbol level, this gives rise to a linear phase increase between consecutive symbols according to
yk = xk exp ( j2pik∆ f T0) + nk, (1)
with xk denoting the transmitted symbol at time instance k after matched filtering and down
sampling, yk the received symbol, ∆ f the frequency offset, T0 the symbol period and nk circular
symmetric AWGN. Assuming the use of complex modulation formats, FOE is challenging as
data is encoded on the phase, causing it to fluctuate with the random data. This increases the
required averaging length, making it more challenging in regions with lower SNR.
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a) b)
Fig. 2. Blind vs. pilot-aided (a) frequency offset and (b) SNR estimation for different
estimation block lengths. The algorithmic implementations are described in Section 2.3 and
Section 2.4, respectively.
For systems without pilots, blind estimation algorithms usually rely on trying to remove the
phase modulation using Viterbi-Viterbi schemes such as raising a QAM constellation to the 4th
power and seek for the linear phase offset. While this works well for single amplitude formats
such as QPSK, the data modulation cannot be fully removed for higher order QAMs using a
single operation and the estimation quality is therefore degraded. A popular way of implementing
the search for a linear frequency offset is to use a Fourier transform [35]. Similarly, FOE can be
realized by Fourier transforming the spectrum and compare offsets on both sides surrounding
DC. The issue with both these methods is the resolution as practical fast Fourier transform (FFT)
sizes are dictated by hardware constraints and large FFT size causes excessive power dissipation
and the goal is therefore to use the minimal possible size. Considering real-time frequency
domain implementation of dispersion compensation, a 512 sample (2-folded oversampling) FFT
can compensate up to 3500 km for 12.5Gbaud [31]. In general, it is preferred to have all FFT
block sizes being smaller than the dispersion compensation block so that all operations can be
implemented using a single FFT.
In contrast, FOE can be done very effectively using the pilot sequence. Removing data
modulation is trivial as the symbols are known to the receiver, avoiding the issues of 4:th power
implementations. The phase for symbol k can be written as
∠yk = 2pik f0∠xk + k, (2)
with f0 denoting the frequency offset and k any distortion (including both AWGN and phase
noise). Replacing k with vector notation, the least mean squares (LMS) fit to f0 can be found as by
simply calculating the expectation value of the unwrapped phase difference between consecutive
symbols after data modulation.
The results of frequency offset estimation are shown in Fig. 2(a), comparing the blind 4:th-
power method using implemented using FFT with pilot-based estimation. Assuming f0 being
uniformly distributed between 0 and 2GHz, we observe that pilot-based FOE, even with 16QAM
payload, achieves negligible frequency error even when only 256 symbols are used, in contrast
to the blind method which requires 2048 symbols to achieve similar performance. In addition,
we also note that the range for the blind method is limited to ±RS/8 assuming two-folded
oversampling with RS denoting the symbol rate. The pilot-based FOE is, however, only limited
by its oversampling ratio.
2.4. SNR estimation
Estimating the SNR is crucial to ensure maximum performance of optical transceivers. Con-
sidering modern systems using SD-FEC, the input to the decoder consists of log-likelihood
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ratios (LLRs) which has to be calculated to enable decoding. Assuming an AWGN channel
with a bit-wise memory-less receiver and uniform symbol probabilities, the LLRs are calculated
according to [36]
Li = log
∑
x∈χ1i exp
(−ρ|y − x |2)∑
x∈χ0i exp
(−ρ|y − x |2) , (3)
where i ∈ 1, 2, ... log2(M) the considered bit, χ1/0i the symbols mapping bit i to 1/0, respectively,
and ρ is the SNR. Note that for transmitters using probabilistic shaping (PS), Eq. 3 needs to be
modified to account for a non-uniform symbol distribution. In addition, the optimal shaping
parameter is SNR dependent and accurate estimation of the SNR is therefore crucial to maximize
the performance of PS.
There are multiple ways of estimating the SNR, for Gaussian channels. While the fiber channel
is not a strict Gaussian channel, we here focus on uncompensated transmission in which nonlinear
signal distortions can be accurately modelled as an additional AWGN contribution [9]. Defining
the SNR as Es/N0 with Es denoting the signal power and N0 the noise variance, we directly
observe that in order to estimate the SNR from received symbols, the modulation (both amplitude
and phase) has to be removed. SNR estimators are therefore typically divided into pilot-aided
estimators with knowledge of the transmitted symbol x and blind estimators which relies on
estimating x from knowledge of the signal statistics.
A comparison between blind estimation based on DD processing and pilot-aided SNR
estimation is shown in Fig. 2(b). We observe a large penalty for blind estimation, especially for
large M . This follows the trend of estimation accuracy which directly depends on the SER and
the performance therefore degrades for higher order formats which can have significantly higher
SER than BER. In contrast, we note that the pilot-based estimation produces an estimation error
which is <0.1 dB. In addition, when normalizing the signal to calculate the reference points, the
unknown noise level causes an offset which depends on the actual SNR value. To overcome this
issue, iterative re-normalization using the estimated SNR to subtract the noise power or using
estimated reference points rather than the actual transmitted one should be used. However, this
makes the estimation more complex.
2.5. Dynamic equalization
Following the static equalizer, a dynamic equalizer is used to implement polarization de-
multiplexing, compensate for residual chromatic dispersion and mitigate any unknown filtering
penalties to reach the matched-filtering criterion before down-sampling the signal to 1 sample per
symbol. Multiple pilot-aided estimation methods exist to find the inverse channel response [37].
Here, we have used a conventional time-domain filter with dynamic coefficients. The coefficients
were updated with a standard LMS algorithm using the pilot-knowledge to calculate the error. In
addition, we use an adaptive step size to ensure rapid convergence [38].
In contrast to the CMA-based processing of the coarse synchronization stage, the dynamic
equalizer uses more taps to cover the complete temporal duration of the signal. For processing the
experimental data (see Section 4), we found that 45 T/2-spaced taps were sufficient for 24Gbaud
signals with 1% roll-off. While the frequency offset has been removed prior to this stage (see
Fig. 1(b), we did not include any CPE in the LMS-based estimation following the short pilot
sequence length and the very accurate pilot-based FOE (see Section 2.3). While this theoretically
is needed for the LMS algorithm, we found that the impact of phase noise on the PM-QPSK
pilot sequence was very minor and did not affect the pilot-aided equalizer convergence. This
was verified using both the experimental data and numerical simulation emulating a maximum
per-laser linewidth of 100 kHz.
The update requirements of the dynamic equalizer depends, to a large degree, on the speed of
the polarization fluctuations occurring in the fiber. Following extreme changes in the surrounding
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environment, such as lightening strikes, the state of polarization (SOP) can fluctuate very fast [39].
However, long-term measurements of SOP-changes in installed fiber indicates much slower
changes [40]. With our approach using a pilot sequence to estimate the channel and update
the dynamic taps, it is clear that the maximum total frame length will depend strongly on the
surrounding environment as a too long frame will induce additional penalties from SOP tracking
errors. A pure polarization rotation, corresponding to the worse-case rotation along S2 in Stokes
representation, can be modelled using the Jones representation according to
©­«
xˆkx
xˆky
ª®¬ = ©­«
cos(Θ) − sin(Θ)
sin(Θ) cos(Θ))
ª®¬ ©­«
xkx
xky ,
ª®¬ (4)
where subsubscript x/y denotes the x and y polarization, respectively, ˆ denotes the rotated
output SOP and Θ the rotation angle. Figure 3(a) shows the GMI reduction caused by residual
angle miss match for QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM and 256QAM, respectively. As expected, we
observe a penalty from a non-ideal polarization demultiplexing stage which grows rapidly with
modulation order. Using additional numerical simulation we found, however, that the pilot-based
equalizer was capable of detecting the rotation angle with a negligible error at the considered
SNRs, independent of the angle Θ and any applied PMD, as long as the differential group delay
was within the equalizer memory. In order to investigate how the optimal frame length depends
on a linear polarization rotation occurring between consecutive pilot sequences we simulated a
continuous linear polarization rotation. We consider a rotation speed corresponding to a total
rotation Θ occurring over 218 symbols. The pilot sequence length is set to 2048 symbols (as was
found to be optimal in the experimental evaluation, see Section 4) and the resulting AIR for frame
lengths between 214 and 218 symbols is shown in Fig. 3(b). As further discussed in Section 3 we
found that the the SOP was stable enough so that the frame length was limited by experimental
constraints rather than environmental fluctuations. Considering the largest investigated rotation
Θ = 10o, this corresponds to a rotation speed of about 16 krad/s for a 24Gbaud signal. While this
tracking speed seems to be sufficient even for SSMF in shaky environments [41], we note that
detailed studies of this will require active field trials, far beyond the scope of this work. If large
tracking speed is required, non-uniform pilot sequence lengths or updates using the phase pilots
can be used to increase speed while maintaining low equalization OH as discussed in Section 2.
b)a)
Fig. 3. Simulation of sensitivity to polarization rotations caused by dynamic environmental
fluctuations in the fiber. (a) GMI reduction (penalty) for a rotation of Θ degrees. (b) AIR
optimization considering a pilot sequence of 2048 symbols. The rotation Θ here occurs over
a total time corresponding to 218 symbols. As such, a rotation angle Θ = 10o corresponds
to a rotation speed of about about 16krad/s considering a 24Gbaud signal.
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2.6. Carrier phase estimation
Pilot-based CPE offers a powerful alternative to blind processing, which also mitigates the
risk for cycle slips [42, 43]. Pilot-based CPE relies on interpolating between the periodically
inserted pilots. CPE can be done using either the pilots only or in a hybrid configuration in
which the pilots do a coarse tracking and ensure no cycle slips and a blind CPE algorithm is used
for tracking any residual offset [44]. However, here we focus on a fully pilot-based CPE. As
the phase noise can be modelled as a Brownian motion [45], the precise random walk can not
be tracked using the simplest form of piece-wise continuous linear interpolation. While more
sophisticated interpolations can be done using Kalman filters [46], we here restrict ourselves to
the simplest case as Kalman filters are recursive and therefore cannot be parallelized for hardware
implementation of DSP.
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Fig. 4. Performance of pilot-based CPE using simple linear interpolation for 16QAM,
64QAM and 256QAM at a target BER of 4 · 10−2. The overall simulated linewidth is a factor
of two larger, accounting for equivalent laser performance in both the transmitter and the
receiver. The AIR is calculated by deducting the CPE pilot OH from the measured GMI and
each curve is normalized to its maximum value.
The performance dependence on pilot OH is shown in Fig. 4 using both BER and AIR. We
investigate laser linewidths of 1, 5, 10, 50 and 100 kHz and assume that the combined linewidth
of both the transmitter and receiver laser is a factor of two larger. The AIR values are calculated
by deducting the pilot OH from the measured GMI and normalizing to the maximum value for
each considered linewidth. The increased sensitivity with respect of format cardinality is clearly
visible in Fig. 4. For 16QAM, we do not observe a strong dependence on the found optima
for different linewidth but the expected parabolas can clearly be seen for linewidths exceeding
10 kHz. Following the trend of increased sensitivity, a large and rapidly growing penalty is
observed for 256QAM if the linewidth exceeds 10 kHz. For PM-64QAM we observe a results
which, naturally, lies in between the case of PM-16QAM and PM-256QAM. For linewidths up
to 50 kHz, the AIR penalty is below 0.1 bits/2D-symbol for block-lengths between 64 and 512
symbols. Looking at the BER results, we observe the same trend for all modulation formats.
Important to note is also the increased sensitivity to linewidth compared to what was previously
reported in [47], owing to the additional noise present when considering SD-FEC [48].
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3. Experimental setup
While the performance of individual pilot-based algorithms was evaluated in Section 2, the actual
performance of an algorithm depends on the input signal quality together with the performance
of the algorithms used prior in the DSP-chain. For example, a non-converged equalizer will
drastically reduce the SNR and any residual frequency offset will have to be tracked by the CPE.
The later effect can be modelled as a biased random walk and the required performance of the
CPE can differ a lot when accounting for a small, MHz-level, residual frequency offset [48]. In
order to evaluate the DSP performance, full system measurements are therefore needed. The
experimental setup used to do this is shown in Fig. 5. We used a standard external cavity laser
(ECL) (100 kHz specified maximum linewidth) centered on 1545.3 nm to seed an electro-optic
(EO) frequency comb generating about 50 lines with 25GHz spacing. The EO-comb was built
using two phase modulators cascaded with an intensity modulator for flatness, similar to [49].
The comb output was amplified, before being flattened and filtered using a wavelength selective
switch (WSS) to select 51 lines.
EO-Comb
IQ-Mod
IQ-Mod
Even/Odd
ECL OI OI
OI OI
OIOI
...12341234...
WSS
AOM1
AOM2
80km SSMF 80km SSMF
Polarization 
Scrambler
ECL Coherent 
Receiver
Pilot-based
DSP
a)
b) c) d)
Fig. 5. (a) Experimental setup used for pilot-DSP evaluation in transmission of the
51×24Gbaud PM-64QAM superchannel. (b) Measured superchannel spectrum after 480 km
and 960 km of transmission, respectively. (c) Launchpower sweep for 5 selected evenly
spaced test channels after 480 km. (d) Launch power sweep at varying distance for center
channel at 1545.3 nm.
Following amplification, a 25GHz optical interleaver (OI) was used to divide the lines into
even and odd lines. These were modulated independently using two IQ-modulators driven by two
60GS/s DACs to modulate the 24Gbaud PM-64QAM signal shaped with a root-raised cosine
filter with 1% roll-off. The maximum frame-length available was limited to 104704 symbols by
the memory of the memory board controlling the DACs. After modulation, a PM signals were
emulated using the split-delay-combine method with delay of about 250 symbols. To reduce
the non-linear penalty from having correlated data [50], two sets of 50GHz OIs were used to
delay every second even/odd channel with an additional delay of about 750 symbols, creating a
123412... decorrelation scheme. The even and odd channels were then combined and sent to the
recirculating loop setup.
The recirculating loop consisted of two spans of 80 km SSMF with about 16 dB loss each. A
fixed 11 nm band-pass filter, an additional WSS and a loop-synchronous polarization scrambler
were also placed inside the loop. The WSS was used both to filter out-of-band amplifier noise
and to flatten the gain tilt caused by the EDFAs (about 5.5 dB noise figure each). The measured
spectrum after 480 km and 960 km can be seen in Fig. 5(b). At the receiver, the channel under
test was selected using a cascade of an initial 0.3 nm filter, an EDFA and a final 0.8 nm filter.
A free-running ECL, equivalent to the transmitter seed laser, and a 23GHz analog bandwidth
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optical hybrid was used to detect the optical signal. The resulting electrical signals were digitized
using a 50GS/s real-time oscilloscope with 23GHz analog bandwidth. The samples were then
processed oﬄine using the DSP outlined in section 2. The DSP is also available online under a
general public licence (GPL) [51].
4. Results
To evaluate the pilot-based DSP, we focused our study on PM-64QAM payload for distances up
to about 1000 km. First, we performed launch power optimization to balance amplifier noise and
non-linear penalty. The result for 5 evenly spaced test channels after 480 km is shown in Fig. 5(c).
We observe a slight wavelength dependence on the optimal launch power for each test channel
with a combined launch power of 13 dBm (-4 dBm/channel) resulting in the best performance.
Launch power sweeps for multiple distances using the center channel is shown in Fig. 5(d). As
expected, we observe an increased sensitivity to non-optimized launch powers at longer distances.
4.1. Pilot-overhead optimization
As previously outlined, optimization of the pilot OH is crucial in order to maximize the
performance of systems using pilot-based DSP. We therefore varied both the length of the pilot
sequence and the CPE pilot insertion ratio and measured the resulting GMI. We first investigated
any penalty from polarization fluctuations and observed a constant measured GMI along the
detected frames even at the longest possible (see Section 3) frame length of 104704 symbols. We
therefore concluded that SOP fluctuations were small enough to not induce any further penalty
and always used the longest possible pilot frame. The sequence OH was therefore only changed
by changing the length of the sequence itself.
a) b)
c) d)
Fig. 6. Pilot overhead optimization using AIR. (a) Measured GMI and corresponding AIR
for varying the pilot sequence length from 16384 to 768 symbols. (b) Corresponding results
for varying the CPE pilot block length from 32 to 2048 symbols. (c) and (d) Distance
dependence for the found optima for pilot sequence and CPE block length, respectively.
The results are shown in Fig. 6. The optimization was done by calculating the AIR from the
measured GMI by deducting the pilot OH. A B2B comparison of both GMI and AIR as a function
of the sequence length and the CPE block length are shown in Fig. 6(a) and 6(b), respectively. We
observe that while the GMI increases with the OH, the AIR produces an optimum for both cases.
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For the pilot sequence, the found optimum was 2048 symbols, corresponding to an overhead
of 2%. Moreover, we observe a small performance difference with respect to 1024 symbols,
highlighting the trade-off between increased performance and additional OH. We also note that
the results in Fig. 6(a) shows the optimal sequence length for all algorithms working on the pilot
sequence, confirming that no significant scaling in OH is observed when comparing individual
algorithms to a complete processing chain. For the CPE block length, we find an optimal
insertion ratio of 1/256, corresponding to 0.4% OH. In all cases, we optimized the CPE pilot
averaging which, at optimal insertion ratio, was 4 symbols. In addition, comparing the measured
GMI to the simulations shown in Fig. 4, we observe that the measured performance matches
well with a simulated laser linewidth of 10 kHz, one order of magnitude below the specified
maximum linewidth. This value matched well with extraction of a Lorentzian-like frequency
noise floor from the frequency noise measurements of the ECL using coherent detection and
spectral processing. Direct fitting of a Lorentzian envelope to the beating spectrum observed on
a spectrum analyzer revealed higher linewidths, a difference which we attributes to the presence
of 1/f and Gaussian components in the laser frequency noise [52]. We further note that while
doing joint CPE over both polarization, the overhead can be reduced with about a factor of
two [43]. However, following the polarization emulation stage used (see Section 3), independent
control of the pilot distribution was not possible and we therefore used independent CPE for both
polarizations.
Figures 6(c) and 6(d) compare the AIR for the center channel using various OH configurations
at a transmission distance of 480 and 960 km, respectively. For the sequence, we observe that
the found B2B optima remains optimal for all considered distances, highlighting the robustness
of the pilot-based approach. A slight distance dependence can be observed for the CPE block
lengths which is expected when accounting for additional noise from the fiber channel which
requires slightly higher averaging to maintain optimal performance. However, we note that the
difference between a CPE block length of 128 and 256 symbols was 0.05 bit/4D-symbol for
after both 480 km and 960 km. Therefore, B2B optimization is sufficient to find target OHs for
a broad range of distances. At longer distances, a slightly shorter CPE block length combined
with a longer block averaging filter is preferable in order to add resilience to both additive noise,
which requires a larger averaging window and therefore reduce the tracking speed, and additional
non-linear phase noise from the fiber channel.
4.2. Long-haul transmission
a)
b) c) d)B2B 480km 960km
Fig. 7. (a)Measured GMI for all 51 channels in B2B and after 480 and 960 km of transmission.
(b) - (d), corresponding constellation diagrams for the center channel at 1545.3 nm.
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Finally, to verify the capability of our proposed pilot-based DSP in high SE transmission, we
performed a full superchannnel transmission using the optimized OHs in B2B from Section 4.1.
The measured GMI (after deducting pilot OH) in B2B, after 480 km and after 960 km of
transmission for all 51 channels is shown in Fig. 7(a). The GMI in each point was estimated
from >106 bits per batch and averaged over 5 measurement batches. The GMI average over
the superchannel was 11.3 bits/4D-symbol in B2B and 9.7 and 8.6 bits/4D-symbol after 480
and 960 km, respectively. The corresponding superchannel throughput in the two later cases,
assuming optimized coding for each channel, was 11.9 Tb/s and 10.6 Tb/s, respectively.
Considering the 1GHz inter-channel guard-band within the superchannel, corresponding to
4% OH, and the 2.4% pilot OH, the resulting SE after 480 and 960 km was 9.3 and 8.3 bits/s/Hz,
respectively. Constellation diagrams for the center channel at the three distances, respectively,
are shown in Figs. 7(b)-7(d). Finally we emphasize that no adaptation of any DSP algorithm
was used when processing the 51 channels forming the superchannel. Finally, we note that the
GMI-based performance estimation assumes completely independent received symbols. This
implies that presence of any error bursts or memory effects have to be removed prior to decoding,
using techniques such as interleaving [36], in order for our performance estimation to be valid.
5. Discussion
Pilot-based processing offer the advantage of a flexible and robust DSP which is inherently
modulation format independent. Pilot-based DSP is therefore well suited for flexible format
transceivers which should be able to rapidly adapt without requiring a full reconfiguration of
the DSP [13]. From a system-level perspective, the pilot OH has to be compared to other OHs
in the system. Using OH optimization, as shown in Section 4, we note that the optimal pilot
OH of 2.4% is the smallest OH when calculating the SE from the measured GMI. Inter-channel
guard-bands result in 4% loss in SE and considering coding OH of 20% and beyond, the pilot
OH is very small.
To reduce the OH even further, techniques such as joint processing over the two polariza-
tions [53] and hybrid approaches can be used. Joint processing is powerful and for modern SMF,
the low PMD allows for reducing the OH with about a factor of two [43]. Hybrid pilot-blind
approaches reduce the OH even further using techniques such as encoding information on the
QPSK CPE pilots and use a standard V-V algorithm to track the phase. However, the gain of
such schemes always has to be traded against the added complexity for a relative small gain in
channel rate as the CPE pilot OH is very minor compared to e.g. coding OH.
Scaling modulation order while maintaining reasonable DSP complexity is very challenging
when designing high SE transceivers. This can be directly understood by comparing various CPE
schemes. A comparison of hardware implementations of BPS and pilot-based CPE demonstrated
the clear benefit of using pilots for CPE [54]. As BPS relies on using a number of test angles to
find the one giving the minimum resulting error, the number of angles required to maintain a
given SER/BER increases with modulation order. Following this, the power consumption of BPS
increases with modulation order, in contrast to pilot-based CPE which is virtually unaffected [54].
6. Conclusion
We have described and investigated fully pilot-based DSP focusing on advanced modulation
formats and powerful forward error correction. Using numerical simulation, we have evaluated
the performance of individual algorithms building up the DSP chain and compared to powerful
blind algorithms. The pilot-based algorithms show a large resilience to noise and distortions and
operations such as correcting frequency errors and estimating the SNR can be performed with
significantly less symbols compared to standard blind approaches. In addition, we demonstrate
transmission of a 51×24Gbaud PM-64QAM superchannel over distances reaching 1000 km.
We use achievable information rate to optimize the pilot overhead in order to maximize the
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resulting spectral efficiency. We find the that optimum overhead only weakly depends on
transmission distance, enabling the optimum found in back-to-back configuration to be used for
all considered distances. Following this, the optimized DSP enabled a spectral efficiency of 9.3
(8.3) bits/s/Hz, corresponding to 11.9 (10.6) Tb/s superchannel throughput, after 480 (960) km
of transmission. Our results show the feasibility for pilot-based DSP to enable transmission of
high spectral efficiency channels with flexible target distance and modulation format by allowing
stable operation despite large changes in received signal to noise ratio.
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